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OUR PENDANT LAMPS ADD
ELEGANT ILLUMINATION
ANYWHERE IN YOUR HOME,
OR OUTSIDE OF IT

WHEN THE SUN GOES
DOWN, OUR SOLAR
LANTERNS COME ALIVE
Your outdoor areas can continue

Intricate designs and ornate punched fabrics

to delight after dark with our

might seem like they could only live indoors,

innovative solar lights. After dusk,

but our Nova pendant lamps are made from

the built-in photo light sensor turns

durable Tyvek® (yes, the same material they

on the LED and the lanterns come

use to weatherproof houses) so they can
stand up to the elements.

alive with light. Even more amazing,
they’re designed to live outdoors,
year-round.

Soji™ Stella
Cylinder
p. 15, I1, I4

Gem Light
Emerald
p. 22, A1

Soji™ Stella Nova
Geo Palm Pod
Midnight Blue
p. 8, A2

WHERE
LIGHT
MEETS
LIFE

PORTABLE,
RECHARGEABLE
Whether it’s dinner on the
patio or an evening in front
of the fireplace, our portable,
rechargeable lanterns offer you
the flexibility to move your light
where you need it. Designed
to look beautiful indoors or
outdoors they provide warm
accent lighting for 10-12 hours
LightKeeper
Rechargeable
Glass Lanterns
p. 22, A1, A3

on a full charge.

NEW FOR

LIGHTKEEPER
RECHARGEABLE
GLASS LANTERNS

2 0 2 2
Soji™ Stella
Wildflower
Pod Sage
p. 12, A2

LightKeeper
Lantern Cone
p. 22, A1

Created with hand blown glass, these
finely crafted lanterns feature brushed
brass-colored accents and radiant
LEDs that emit a warm white glow.
Perfect for use indoors on tables,
desks, and mantles, or take them
outside for a picnic or dining alfresco.
The lanterns are powered by a
rechargeable battery and will glow for
10-12 hours on a full charge.

LightKeeper
Lantern Square
p. 22, A3

Soji™ Stella
Wildflower
Pod Blush
p. 12, A1

NEW SHAPES, SIZES, AND COLORS
FOR CURRENT FAVORITES
How do we make our most popular products even
better? By adding new colors, shapes and sizes!
We have a vibrant new color for our Tea Lanterns,
our Boater Lanterns have new color accents and
updated housings, and our new 12” Soji Festival
lanterns are a bigger and brighter follow up to the
well-loved Soji Originals.

SOJI™ STELLA WILDFLOWER PODS
Combining ornate punched designs with an organic pod shape,
the new Soji™ Stella Wildflower Pod solar lanterns in Sage and
Blush colors are designed to withstand the elements and feature
our latest updated solar housings.

Soji™ Festival
Globe Warm
Red
p. 16, A2

Tea Lantern
Tidal Blue
p. 19, C1

Boaters
Lantern
Cylinder
p. 19, B2

Boaters
Lantern Cone
p. 19, B1

Boaters
Lantern Square
p. 19, B3

SOJI™ STELLA SOLACE
INDOOR TABLE LAMPS
Truly unparalleled, Stella Solace table lamps are an expressive and distinctive lighting collection
combining laser-cut Tyvek® and efficient LED lighting. Solace table lamps are equipped with a porcelaincolored Tyvek® shade, a powder-coated matte black steel base, a white cord with dimmer switch, and
stainless steel hardware. When lit, the Solace lamps glow warm from within and cast captivating light
patterns that will bring any room to life!

CORDED LIGHTING

A

A. Globe Deco
Inspired by the opulent design
of the 1920’s, the Solace lamp in
Deco is laser-cut with a geometric
floral pattern and is available in a
12” round globe.

A

TREND-SETTING LIGHTING DESIGNS FOR
YOUR FAVORITE SPACES

12” x 10” | Tyvek®

Includes dimmer cord. Designed for
use with an E12 LED Candelabra bulb
(max 9W; not included).

Porcelain
32305

B. Oval Yarrow
Sophisticated and exotic, the
Solace lamp in Yarrow is lasercut with the delicate floral fan
patterning of the perennial
yarrow flower and is available in
a 13” oval shape.

B

13” x 7.5” | Tyvek®

Includes dimmer cord. Designed for
use with an E12 LED Candelabra bulb
(max 9W; not included).

Porcelain
32307

C. Cylinder Northwest
B

C

For love of the Pacific NW, the
Solace lamp in Northwest punch
displays an intricately lasercut aerial map of the Puget
Sound and is available in an
11” faceted cylinder shape.

7” x 11” | Tyvek®

Includes dimmer cord. Designed for
use with an E12 LED Candelabra
bulb (max 9W; not included).
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Porcelain
32306
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SOJI™ STELLA NOVA
INDOOR + OUTDOOR LIGHTING

B. Soji™ Stella Nova Chevron

The Nova Chevron in Pearl or Metallic Blue features an on-trend
chevron dot punch and is durable enough for use outside, yet
sophisticated enough to bring indoors to add beauty to any room.

Introducing the world’s most versatile pendant lamp. The Soji™ Stella Nova pendant lamp
is unlike anything else on the market. Inspired by our ever-popular, outdoor-rated Stella solar

18” x 18” | Tyvek®

lanterns, the Nova collection presents the same unique, ornate, and ultra-durable laser-cut

1. Pearl

Tyvek® material, yet includes a 120V plug that can be used both indoors and out, day and night.

2. Metallic Blue

32021

32024

Now you can enjoy the elegance of this transitional lighting piece indoor, outdoor and all year
round!
All Soji™ Stella Nova Pendant Lamps include an indoor/outdoor cord. Optional indoor cord kit with dimmer controls sold
separately; see p. 9, E. Designed for use with an outdoor-rated E26 LED bulb (max 20W; not included).

C. Soji™ Stella Nova Boho
Created from Tyvek® and punched with our favorite Boho floral
pattern, this 18” globe shaped pendant lamp glows from within,
casting gorgeous light patterns when the ambient light is low.

A. Soji™ Stella Nova Geo Palm Pod
Inspired by a glimpse into a 1950’s era Hawaiian night, our latest
version of the Stella Nova indoor + outdoor pendant lamp brings a
warm, ornate, and vintage ambiance to any room. Punched with a
geometric palm repeat, this pod-shaped lantern measures 14” wide
and 22” long.

18” x 18” | Tyvek®
Pearl

32299

14” x 22” | Tyvek®

D. Soji™ Stella Nova Celestial
1. Bright White
32365

Modern and sophisticated, with
a celestial star-patterned punch,
this pendant lamp glows from
within while letting glimpses of
light shine through the patterns.
The classic solid white color
makes the Celestial a versatile
lamp that works for any décor.

2. Midnight Blue
32366

B1

B1

14” x 16” | Tyvek®

White
32159

E. Nova Accessory
B1
A1
A2

C

Our UL-approved Indoor Cord
Kit converts the Soji™ Stella
Nova into a dimmable pendant
lamp. Adjust the brightness
using the cord’s dimmer switch
to create the ideal atmosphere
in any room.

15’

Indoor Cord Kit
32022

Integrated dimmer switch.
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p. 16, A3

p. 16, A4

p. 16, A1

p. 16, A2

SOLAR LIGHTING
TRANSFORM YOUR YARD AND PATIO WITH
ARTISTIC ECO-FRIENDLY LIGHT

SOJI™
STELLA
SOLAR
LANTERNS

The hallmark of our Soji™ Stella solar lantern collection is the ultra-durable yet

C. Soji™ Stella Bell Lantern

lightweight Tyvek® material, hand-punched with intricate designs that are beautiful

Modeled after lanterns found in the bazaars of Morocco, the Soji™
Stella Bell Lantern is ornately punched and brightly colored in
burnt sienna or ultramarine tones. As the sun goes down, dazzling
patterns of light radiate from the lantern.

by day and cast ethereal light patterns by night. Reminiscent of tin luminarias, these
gorgeous lanterns are available in a variety of hues, shapes, and punches to suit any
style. Featuring metallic jewel-tones, geometric patterns, and free-spirited floral

9” x 11” | Tyvek®

patterns, these best-sellers bring elegance to any outdoor oasis.

Includes stainless steel hardware.

Ultramarine
32301

A. Soji™ Stella Wildflower Pod

D. Soji™ Stella Boho

NEW

The big, bold, yet delicate Boho
lantern is the perfect elegant
addition to your backyard oasis
or once-in-a-lifetime event. This
best-selling lacy lantern has an
exquisite floral suzani punch and
pairs perfectly with other Stella
solar lanterns.

Soji™ Stella Pod solar-powered lanterns collect light all day and
turn themselves on to cast an enchanting glow by night. Inspired
by a field of delicate wildflowers in bloom, the lantern features an
intricate floral pattern and a beautiful oblong shape. Constructed
from durable Tyvek®, Soji™ Stella Pod is equipped with one AAA
rechargeable battery, solar panel, ultra-bright LED light and stainless
steel hardware. For outdoor use.

7” x 15” | Tyvek®

1. Blush

Includes stainless steel hardware.

32471

12” x 12” | Tyvek®

2. Sage

Includes stainless steel hardware.

32472

1. Metallic Emerald
32302

2. Pearl
31598

3. Metallic Blue
31836

B. Soji™ Stella Deco

A2

Inspired by the smooth
geometric shapes of the art
deco movement, this 12” round
solar lantern with its bold
repeating punch is as stunning
by day as it is by night. Created
from ultra-durable Tyvek®, Stella
Deco can be enjoyed yearround outdoors.

A1

12” x 12” | Tyvek®

Includes stainless steel hardware.

E. Soji™ Stella Prism
Available in Pearl as well as Metallic Orchid, the Stella Prism
features a diamond-like multifaceted shade structure and a spiraling
rose punch pattern. This geometric lantern is beautiful on its own
but also pairs well with our popular Boho lanterns.

10” x 11” | Tyvek®

Includes stainless steel hardware.

Porcelain

1. Metallic Orchid

32361

31839

2. Pearl
32025

F. Soji™ Stella Oval
D2

B
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D3
B

Vintage and lacy, the Stella Oval is a unique addition to our popular
Stella solar lantern collection. This beautiful 14” lantern in a vivid
emerald has an intricate wagon wheel punch, sure to bring a touch
of opulence to any backyard getaway.

14” x 9” | Tyvek®

Includes stainless steel hardware.

Metallic Emerald
32027
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1. Copper
31406

2. Ink

3. Bronze

31407

G. Soji™ Stella Market

I. Soji™ Stella Cylinder

Inspired by ornately detailed
lanterns found in Middle
Eastern bazaars, the Stella
Market is bold, beautiful and
sophisticated. The diamond
punch design casts captivating
patterns of light each night.

The slim, metallic-toned Cylinder
adds a contrasting shape to
our Stella family. Punched with
an ornate sunflower pattern,
the size and shape of these
compact lanterns allows them to
hang clustered or sit tabletop.

12” x 12” | Tyvek®

5” x 7.5” | Tyvek®

Includes stainless steel hardware.

31408

1. Metallic Emerald
32359

Includes stainless steel hardware.

3. Bronze
30535

4. Ultramarine
30536

J. Soji™ Stella Bulb

The Globe lantern’s durable
Tyvek® exterior is punched with
a distinctive wave pattern that
conveys delicate elegance by
day and radiates enchanting
light at night.
Includes stainless steel hardware.

30534

NEW FOR 2023

H. Soji™ Stella Globe

8” x 8” | Tyvek®

2. Silver

The Bulb lantern takes the shape of a traditional light bulb, but its
light and patterns are distinctly unique. Punched with an elegant
wave pattern and made of durable Tyvek®, this lantern perfectly
combines form with function.

6.5” x 8” | Tyvek®
1. Ultramarine
32370

2. Pearl

3. Metallic Blue

31771

32026

Includes stainless steel hardware.

1. Sage

2. Pearl

32510

31600

K. Soji™ Stella Drum
The Stella Drum solar lantern is
available in two rich jewel tones
and is punched with an art deco
inspired arrow pattern. The
cylindrical shape allows for both
tabletop and hanging options.

I1

8” x 7” | Tyvek®

Includes stainless steel hardware.

p. 13, D2

G3

Copper
31597

I4
G1
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SOJI™
SOLID
SOLAR
LANTERNS

B. Soji™ Original
The Original lantern is as
delightful alone as it is paired
with other lanterns. Hang
outside in a tree, off a porch
overhang, or use the included
Base Unit to sit tabletop.

10” x 10” | nylon

Includes stainless steel hardware,
Soji™ Base Unit & Alligator Clip.

White 1. Amber LED | 2. White LED
29496 | 30020

The Soji™ Solid Series is our line of UV-treated
A1

nylon lanterns which includes a variety of shapes,
A3

sizes, and hues, all in solid colors. These festive
outdoor-use lanterns are great for seasonal décor

A4

and are durable enough to decorate your outdoor
spaces year-round!

A2

C

C. Soji™ Illume
The Illume solar lantern will
bring a bigger and bolder glow
to your outdoor spaces! Our
largest solar lantern yet, and
available in classic white, it has
a dramatic effect and pairs well
with our entire collection of
nylon lanterns.

C
C

14” x 14” | nylon
D

1. Canary Yellow
32474

Includes stainless steel hardware.

White

30403

2. Warm Red
32475

D. Soji™ Pod
A. Soji™ Festival

NEW

The Festival is a 12” UV-treated nylon lantern offered in an
retro-inspired palette of colors to compliment your brightest
blooms or punch up your outdoor space year-round. The
Festival lanterns feature our updated and brighter solar housing
and can be hung outside in a tree, off a porch overhang,
or can sit on a tabletop using the included base unit.

12” x 12” | nylon
3. Cerulean Blue
32476
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4. Sage Green
32477

Includes stainless steel hardware, Soji™ Base Unit & Alligator Clip.

The Pod solar lantern adds
a unique silhouette to our
assortment of lanterns. This
bright, weather-resistant nylon
lantern will lend variety to your
outdoor decor with its retro
shape and clean design.

7” x 15” | nylon

Includes stainless steel hardware.

White
30319
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SOJI™
PRINTED
SOLAR
LANTERNS

Our collection of printed solar lanterns offers a
wonderful variety of artist-designed graphics, from earthy
florals to classic stripes to retro patterns. Each print has
been uniquely illustrated by our in-house design team, so
you won’t see anything like them anywhere else. Make a

SOLAR
GLASS

Our artisan-made glass solar votives are beautiful both collecting sunlight by day
and glowing sweetly by night. Available in various colors and silhouettes, the flecked and
textured glass casts beautifully dappled patterns of light. Our votives can sit tabletop or
hang from a hook or branch, perfect for softly illuminating a romantic alfresco dinner

statement with a favorite, or mix and match with other

or a charming garden pathway. Hand-blown means that no two pieces are exactly alike,

lanterns to build a whole collection.

making these our most giftable products!

A. Gem Light
A. Soji™ Stella Print and Punch Series
Crafted from weather-resistant Tyvek® fabric, the Stella Print and
Punch Series combines ornate punched patterns with fun, colorful
printed designs. The Stella Indigo Leaf captures the impression of
light filtering through leaves on a moonlit evening, while the Stella
Lemon Poppy solar lantern features a festive flower motif that is
playful and bright.

12” x 12” | Tyvek®

Includes stainless steel hardware.

1. Indigo Leaf
32297

2. Lemon Poppy
32298

The Gem Light is the perfect
combination of gorgeous
faceted blown glass and the
warm glow of an Edison-style
bulb. Powered by the sun,
our artisan-designed Gem
Light is perfect on a table top,
nestled in a garden or adorning
a shepherd’s hook along a
favorite pathway.

1. Emerald

5.5” x 6.75” | glass

32360

2. Milk

3. Rose

32172

32173

4. Smoke
32174

B. Boaters Lantern
B. Soji™ Stella Printed Series
The Soji™ Stella Printed Series Drum Urchin solar lantern combines
durable Tyvek® materials with vivid and decorative designs from our
in-house artists. It uses hand-illustrated imagery of a spiny indigo
urchin to represent the natural beauty beneath the sea.

9” x 7” | Tyvek®

Includes stainless steel hardware.

Drum Urchin
32156

1. Cone
32410 | 5.5” x 7.5”

2. Cylinder
32408 | 4.25” x 7.0”

3. Square
32407 | 5.88” x 4.75”

NEW

Inspired by captains’ lanterns
which light a stormy sky by
night, the Boaters Lantern
collection is truly artisan, with
a gorgeous combination of
luminescence and white glass.
With a clean nautical silhouette
and steel handle, they are
portable and happily light the
way by night.

Assorted sizes | glass

C. Tea Lantern
A1

p. 19, C1

The hand-blown glass solar
Tea Lantern lights up by night
to cast a warm, romantic glow
from within. Able to hang or
sit tabletop, this best-seller is
available in three pastel tones
and brings ambiance to any
patio. Also makes a great gift!

4.5” x 5” | glass
18 | Tyvek®, Nylon & Canvas Solar Lanterns | SOJI™ PRINTED

NEW

1. Tidal Blue
32462

2. White
30454

3. Mint
30565
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SOLAR
STRING
LIGHTS

Add the finishing touch to any outdoor space with our gorgeous solar string
lights. Choose from plated steel, vivid weather-resistant nylon, or dazzling artisan
glass. Because the solar collector is spaced many feet away from the first bulb,
these lights are not only eco-friendly, but also easy to hang; string them across a
patio, off an umbrella, or through a trellis for the height of elegant ambiance.

SOLAR
PUNCHED
METAL

Our punched metal luminarias are a sturdy, free-standing steel votive series
that captures and casts light in a truly stunning way. When the sun goes down,
they add sophistication and warmth to the outdoor landscape.

A. Marrakesh Metallic String
Inspired by the iconic lighting in
the bazaars of Morocco, these
punched metal solar string
lights bring a sophisticated and
elegant look to any outdoor
space. Uniquely designed by our
in-house art team, the Marrakesh
solar string lights shine by day
and glimmer with gorgeous
punched patterns at night.

Assorted sizes on 15’ string | steel
Includes 10 LEDs & 7.5” solar panel
planting stake.

A. Bloom Lantern
Capturing the free form nature of a wild flower garden, our Bloom
solar luminaria is punched with a uniquely floral design. Created
from steel, this lantern is available in midnight blue or white.

5” x 12” | steel
1. Copper Star
32163 | 1” x 3”

2. Silver Star
32165 | 1” x 3”

3. Silver Droplet
32164 | 2” x 1.5”

1. Midnight Blue

2. White

32160

32161

B. Soji™ Solid String
The Solid solar string light
brings pizzazz to any location.
Go fun and bright with Peach
Bellini, keep it classic with
crisp White, or create a breezy
getaway with Watery Blues.

A1

A2

2.5” x 2.5” on 33’ string | nylon
1. Peach Bellini
32155

Includes 5 colors

2. White
32049

3. Watery Blues

Includes 10 lanterns & 7.5” solar panel
planting stake.

31891

Includes 5 colors

p. 20, C

C. Aurora Glow String
For an elevated look, the Aurora Glow glass string light is elegant
by day and dazzling by night. This upscale solar string light is fancy
and festive year-round.

2.5” x 2.5” on 25’ string | glass

Includes 6 bulbs, 7.5” solar panel planting stake & 6 copper hooks.

White Diamond
31385
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RECHARGEABLE
GLASS VOTIVES

A. LightKeeper Lantern

The LightKeeper lantern was inspired by the simple

Light that goes with you! Our portable LED Lanterns can

and beautiful glass lamps used to guide mariners home at

set the right mood for any party or event, and can be used

night. Created with hand blown glass, this finely crafted

indoors or outdoors! The durable molded plastic and USB

lantern features brushed brass-colored accents and

rechargeable batteries make these lights the perfect choice

radiant, dimmable LEDs that emit a warm white glow.

for any occasion.

NEW

Sophisticated and versatile with
an innovative portable design,
it’s perfect for use indoors on
tables, desks, and mantels. Or
take it outside for a picnic or
dining alfresco. The lantern is
powered by a rechargeable
battery and comes with an A/C
power adapter. Lantern will glow
for 10-12 hours on a full charge.

Assorted sizes | glass

A. Lanterns
Lightweight and portable, Glow lanterns provide unique adjustable
illumination to match your lifestyle. Choose from 16 LED colors and
5 light modes to customize your lantern to match any mood. The
durable construction and IP67 rating make these perfect for use
inside or outside, at home or on the go.

Assorted sizes | plastic | 16 LED colors | 5 light modes

Includes USB charger and remote control. Weather-resistant classification IP67.

1. Cone
32461 | 6.7” x 9.4”

2. Cylinder
32460 | 5.7” x 8.5”

3. Square
32459 | 6.5” x 5.9”

1. Harvest Moon

2. Nomad

31970 | 11.8” x 11.8”

31974 | 8.7” x 12.6”

A1
A2

A1
A2

A1

A family business

A2

ALLSOP HOME & GARDEN is a family business, started by a father and a daughter who were inspired to create a better wheelbarrow.
Now, twenty years later, we are still inspired to create the best, most innovative and conscientious products possible, from garden
tools to solar lighting. At Allsop Home & Garden we know that we benefit from working as a team where employees are valued and
encouraged to help create, design and innovate. Originally recognized for founding the concept of “solar garden art,” Allsop Home &

A3

A3

Garden is now known for combining unique materials with light sources to bring you beautiful, sustainable and unparalleled lighting for
both in and outside the home. Everything we sell is designed by us with our customers in mind. Collectively, Allsop Home & Garden and
Allsop Inc. hold over 450 patents worldwide. Our mission is to create meaningful and quality products that are as important to you as
they are to us.
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In the early 2000’s, our founder Jim Allsop was
inspired to create a better wheelbarrow. With his
invention of the groundbreaking and ergonomic

C. Pot Pads

WheelEasy, our line of innovative garden tools was
line has expanded to improve upon not only the

Plastic dome bases coupled with non-skid rubber pads, Pot Pads
elevate pots discreetly to allow aeration and prevent deck staining
and rot. They also double as easy-push furniture movers for your
pots and will not chip or break, holding up to 3,000 lbs.

wheelbarrow but also the tarp, pot feet, and plant

2” x 2” | plastic

launched. Now, the Allsop Home & Garden product

GARDEN
TOOLS AND
ACCESSORIES

stakes. From the casual weekend landscaper to the

D2

Includes 4 pads.

1. Cocoa
30001

dedicated master gardener, we have the right tools for

30002

anyone to cultivate the perfect outdoor space.

A. WheelEasy
A ground-flush-loading barrow, the WheelEasy is ergonomically
designed to center the load and eliminate heavy lifting. Just sweep,
rake, drag, or roll material from the ground into the canvas, lift
and go. It’s collapsible for storage and available in load-bearing
capacities of 150 and 350 lbs. to make quick work of any job.

Assorted sizes | canvas

Lime

Includes stainless steel hardware, foam grip handles & rubber wheel.

1. WheelEasy Holds up to 350 lbs.
29242 | 4’ x 5.5’

Included with
Clean-Up
Canvas.

This super-duty tarp has four reinforced soft-grip interlocking rubber
handles, making yard clean-up a cinch! Get the complete system
or use the separately-sold Clean-Up Handles to turn any standard
riveted tarp into the most multi-functional cover or bag ever.

E. Shepherd’s Hook

Position Lifter Pads under large
pots or pieces of furniture, both
indoor and out, to aerate and
prevent rot, mold, and staining.
These non-skid pads hold up
to 3,000 lbs. and make moving
and cleaning underneath large
items easy.

The Shepherd’s Hook is
a great way to accent the
landscape of your garden. It
provides the perfect display
solution for any of our solar
lanterns while allowing you to
position items in direct sunlight
for ideal charging. Breaks
down for easy storage.

36” | wrought iron

NEW

The Lantern Wall Hanger is a 2-piece bracket mount that allows
for perfect positioning of pendant lamps, lanterns, or lightweight
decor. Features a cord management channel which allows your
cord to hang snugly against the wall and travel straight down to
the outlet. Designed for indoor or outdoor use, the hanger can be
used on wood, drywall, fencing, or anywhere that accepts screws.

9” | steel

Includes 4 handles.

30093

Includes 4 pads.

F. Lantern Wall Hanger

B. Clean-up Canvas

D. Lifter Pads

3” x 3” | plastic

31479

2. WheelEasy LE Holds up to 150 lbs.
28162 | 3’ x 4’

Polyethylene tarp
Rubber handles
1. Clean-Up Canvas
31586 | 73” x 79”

2. Lime

1. White

2. Clean-Up Handles

32501

31592

2. Black
32502

G. Lantern Corner Hanger
p. 25, F1
B1-2

A1

C2

1. White
32499
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2. Black
32500

NEW

The Lantern Corner Hanger is
a 2-piece bracket mount that
allows for perfect positioning
of pendant lamps, lanterns, or
lightweight decor. Features a cord
management channel allowing
your cord to hang snugly against
the wall and travel straight down
to the outlet. Designed for indoor
or outdoor use.

15.3” | steel
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IYN
POLE
STANDS

Hang string lights anywhere with IYN Stands! Our innovative poles

A. Pole Stand with Tank Base

and stands allow you to easily hang string lights indoors or outdoors.

A Pole Stand with Tank Base is freestanding
and can easily be set up with no hardware
or mounting required. The tank stand is
filled with water or sand and can be placed
anywhere, outside or inside.

Choose from three types of mounting systems that can work for
backyards, patios, events, weddings, and more. Our durable powdercoated steel poles are a 2-piece design that can withstand harsh
weather and live outdoors year-round.

NEW

(Up to 20ft spans with recommended lightweight G40
string lights.)

9.5’ | Powder-coated steel

Black

32384

B. Pole Stand with
Mounting Brackets

NEW

Pole Stands with Mounting Brackets are
perfect for attaching to a fence post or
railing using our brackets that offer ample
extension for bypassing the top cap of a
fence post or the edge of a railing. Brackets
and installation hardware included.
(Up to 30ft spans with recommended lightweight G40
string lights.)

9.5’ | Powder-coated steel

Black

32374

A

C. Pole Stand with Mounting Plate

NEW

Pole Stands with Mounting Plates are the
ideal solution for screwing or bolting to
wooden decks or wedge anchoring into
concrete patios. Installation hardware
sold separately.

WHY CHOOSE IYN STANDS?

(Up to 30ft spans with recommended lightweight G40
string lights.)

9.5’ | Powder-coated steel
DURABLE
POWDER-COATED
STEEL
BUILT TO WITHSTAND
HARSH WEATHER

Black

32378

IYN STANDS ARE STRONGER and STRAIGHTER
THAN THE COMPETITION

D. G40 LED String Lights

NEW

With their clear, shatter-resistant plastic
bulbs and warm white LEDs, these bistrostyle string lights complement any indoor
or outdoor space. The 25 foot strand of 25
bulbs is weather-resistant in rain or snow.
Available in black or white.

1.57” x 2.75” on 25’ string | plastic
Includes 25 bulbs

1. White
32431
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2. Black
32432
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Allsop Home & Garden
PO Box 23
Bellingham, WA 98227

ORDER ONLINE WITH FAIRE
allsophomegarden.faire.com

Soji™ Stella
Deco Porcelain
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